Abstract: The paper describes how Harvard Business School’s Knowledge and Library Services (KLS) leveraged collective knowledge of its employees in formulating, implementing, and evaluating strategy. The organization faced major, disruptive changes in its environment and needed the diverse knowledge and a full engagement of all employees to make a series of strategic shifts. The shifts included integrating KLS products and services with the Harvard Business School research and course development process, developing global scope in information resources and expertise, and trading its role as the guardian of books and buildings for the organizer of the School’s priority information assets. In order to achieve that, KLS launched the Environmental Scan Program relying on employees’ insights aggregated through social tagging, trend analysis and internal prediction markets tracking emerging trends. KLS also created processes for collective assessment of strategy and a faster way of turning ideas into new products and services. The paper concludes with the assessment of the approach, pointing to a difficult balance between emergent and collective dimensions of strategy process with its formal, structured facets.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, the senior management team sets the strategy that the rest of the organization is asked to implement. Such a situation leads to a “strategy paradox” – a general, long-term strategy has to be translated into the daily, practical tasks of employees (Raynor 2007). Most hierarchically structured organizations rely on a formal process of strategy communication to ensure information flows between senior management and the
staff, along with lateral teams and units (Johnson and Coffey, 2007). It is important to use many forms of communications channels, both in-person (e.g., town hall meetings and employee discussions with managers) and those mediated by technology (e.g., through intranet, departmental websites, and bulletin boards) (Beer and Eisenstat, 2004). Such communication programs should be integrated with programs to connect the strategic objectives with individual performance goals (Kaplan and Norton, 2008).

Companies like Google or Nokia involve the entire organization in strategy creation in order to remain “strategically agile” (Doz and Kosonen, 2008). Agile companies excel at detecting early trends in their market environment and at maintaining a high level of employee creativity and innovation. Nokia, following IBM’s example, has been using “value jams,” an online brainstorming practice involving all employees (Bjelland and Wood, 2008). Google has opened its strategy process to all its employees, encouraging them to try and test any idea as long as it can be turned into a product that customers will buy (Hamel 2007).

Google’s strategy process is open to all employees who are encouraged to try and test any idea as long as it can be turned into a product that customers will buy. Google uses weekly all-staff meetings, idea boards, and intranet forums to test ideas. If there is a strategy process, it is part of what has been described as the “brink-of-chaos” management model (Hamel 2007).

Increasingly, companies are realizing that participatory culture and programs designed to aggregate the diverse knowledge, expertise and judgments of employees can increase innovation (Hamel 2007). New Web 2.0 tools are used to turn the valuable tacit knowledge of employees into applied knowledge of a service or product (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt, 2002). Such tools, including online collaboration platforms, discussion boards, podcasts, blogs, social networking, games, or recommendation networks, require strong role models from top management and an understanding of “cognitive diversity” (Bonabeau 2009; Li and Bernoff, 2008; Chui et al., 2009; Page 2008).

Cognitive diversity involves different perspectives, interpretations, heuristics and predictive models (Page 2008). Diversity of perspectives leads to better solutions while diversity of predictive models allows large groups of people to make accurate predictions (Page 2008). Prediction markets, if designed well, can aggregate the dispersed knowledge of employees, especially in large, multinational organizations. As a result, many companies (e.g., HP, GE, Intel, Microsoft, Nokia, and Google) have been using prediction markets to screen new product ideas, forecast sales or take the pulse of employees or customers (Ho and Chun, 2007; Hahn and Tetlock, 2006).

Google’s prediction market, one of the largest corporate markets, provides insight into how the company is processing information (Cogwill et al., 2008; Wolfers and Zitzewitz, 2006).

The KLS process approach introduces iterative mechanisms that reinforce the relevance of the day-to-day work with the strategy.
3. How we did it

3.1. The Organizational Context

Knowledge and Library Services (KLS) is a small organization supporting research and teaching at Harvard Business School (HBS) through the exchange of ideas, expertise, and information. It has been in existence in one form or another since 1926, though known as Baker Library until recently when we added knowledge management, information management, and knowledge dissemination to our core competencies. The organization’s fifty-five members support HBS faculty, students, alumni, and staff, as well as researchers from Harvard University and beyond.

In recent years, like the rest of the educational world, KLS has had to drastically change in order to deal with and derive benefit from the opportunities presented by the Internet, globalization, the economy, and the changing ways in which faculty, students, and alumni work. Growing out of the traditional library experience, building- and book-centric both in the perception of its customers and in the staffing model, the organization took on a series of strategic shifts to align itself better with the environment in which it exists.

In 2004, KLS set out to establish a strategy that everyone in the organization owned. KLS initially based its’ strategy process on two proven practices. They are:

1. Future Mapping. As a strategic planning mechanism, Future Mapping was first developed by David Mason and later used extensively by a strategy consulting company called NerveWire. The authors have used the technique in other organizational types (e.g., think tanks, high technology, and government). The Senior Management Team (SMT) believed that it was flexible enough to adapt to academia.

2. Balanced Scorecard and Strategy Maps. KLS employed the Strategy Map and Balanced Scorecard as mechanisms for communicating group-wide strategic objectives, and establishing annual targets for the entire organization.

While the creation of the strategy was collective, it soon became clear that the ongoing meaningfulness of the strategy was lost in day-to-day work. Reflecting on what the authors have learned about collective intelligence (what it is, what benefits it can bring to organizations, and what are the processes and structures within which collective intelligence will play well), the SMT sought to use it in the context of strategy management as well. KLS went back to the original sources on sense making and collective intelligence by Karl Weick, Chun Wei Choo and David Snowden to develop an approach that would work well for the KLS organization.

3.2. Strategy Context

Through two strategic planning processes (in 2004 and 2007), KLS identified six strategic shifts required to align itself with the changed environment and the work of the School. The shifts represent the findings of the environmental scanning and analysis that took place as part of the Future Mapping process, and their confirmation as priorities with the Governance bodies to which KLS reports.

The shifts represented changes in what we do and how we do it. The six strategic shifts are:

- A shift from on-demand products and services to their programmatic integration with research and course development processes
- A shift from organizing library-like materials to organizing the School’s priority information assets
- A shift from experimental Web design services to the development of enterprise-wide Web offerings that support the delivery of a world-class Web and intranet user experience
- A shift from listing electronic resources to embedding them in the context in which the user works
- A shift from an America-centric service model to one that supports global research and education through global expertise and information resources
- A shift from a support role in knowledge dissemination to becoming one of the primary vehicles for disseminating faculty research to practitioners.

In 2007, KLS reflected on the strategic accomplishments and on how well the organization had internalized and applied the shifts to daily work. Two formal feedback mechanisms indicated that the staff lacked an understanding of how their day-to-day work contributes to the shifts. Informal feedback received through day-to-day conversations indicated the same lack of
comprehension. The two formal indicators were a) the results of the bi-annual employee satisfaction survey, and b) the quarterly review discussions on progress against annual roadmaps. In the first case, staff are asked whether they understand how their work impacts the work of the department and the School, and they are asked several questions about the effectiveness of management in communicating with the organization. The analysts stated that employee engagement, defined as a commitment to the organization, would be much higher if the leadership team focused on improvements in both areas. A second source of information was informal conversations with staff. Over time, staff remained convinced they were doing the right work, but they were unable to see how their work related to the prioritized strategic shifts. An example of the disconnect between day-to-day work and strategy was the feedback received from informal discussions and focus groups on communication stating that the roadmaps did not account for what was termed “ongoing work”.

The need for consistent communication turned out to be the underlying lever the leadership team had to connect the dots between daily work and the strategic shifts. The communication theme emerged quickly when the senior and middle management reviewed the survey results and discussed the various informal conversations with staff. While a few senior members of the staff understood how the shifts were connected to daily work, the entire, perhaps the majority of the senior and middle management team could not consistently communicate it. The SMT agreed to start by focusing on three areas:

1. **Leveraging Collective Intelligence.** Both the process and the outcome would benefit if KLS leveraged the collective intelligence of the whole organization. The thinking was that if anyone could contribute their knowledge to a commonly understood set of themes and influence changes in the work through debate, review, and adoption of new knowledge, KLS would have started to make the strategic objectives tangible. This would be best achieved through embedding an ongoing monitoring practice in each individual’s goals to highlight changes in the environment. At first, the monitoring framework would be defined based on the themes identified in the Future State and then it would be updated based on emergent themes and the prediction of events by staff. Furthermore, the monitoring work would fill in the gaps in communication between quarterly reviews and annual planning.

2. **Challenging the Strategy.** Individuals and groups needed to understand their daily work in the context of the strategy, and be empowered to identify needed changes to their daily work in order to achieve the strategic shifts. KLS needed an explicit set of tools to which everyone could refer to see how their work on any product, service, or project, tied back to the annual roadmaps and to the strategic shifts. A process was required so that individuals or groups would know when and how to register a change request to a product or service, as well as to make informed decisions on project tasks. From a managerial perspective, there was a need to balance the number of process checks with the need to deliver work to customers.

3. **Prioritizing Opportunities.** The organization lacked a prioritization and resource allocation process to address new opportunities arising throughout the year. The management team required a method to assess an opportunity in the context of its ability to better accomplish a strategic shift, to challenge the shift, or to suggest the need for a new strategic shift. Along with this, the organization required a method to keep track of important opportunities that may be better addressed at another time.

Without addressing these three problem areas, the shifts would risk being unclear to KLS customers as well as KLS staff.

3.3. **The Approach**

The original approach included everyone in strategy formulation, goal setting, and status review. The new approach incorporated collective reflection on predicted trends and in the evaluation of new ideas. The new approach required the development of a collective intelligence process and an opportunity management process. It called for a new planning process by which individual work was assigned to roadmaps and then back to strategic objectives. It necessitated a mechanism by which to connect each of the three processes together in timely and effective ways.
An overview of the process before the changes is diagrammed below.

![Diagram](image)

### Fig. 1: The traditional, three-tiered Strategy Management Process.
**Source:** KLS

The identified needs for change required KLS to implement a dynamic approach that integrated the traditional strategy formulation, implementation and assessment with processes designed to manage collective intelligence of the organization and new opportunities. The overall process is depicted below in Figure 2.

![Diagram](image)

### Fig. 2: Strategy Management Process integrated with the Collective Intelligence and Opportunity Management Processes.
**Source:** KLS

In the new approach, the department continues to use the Future State developed by the entire organization. The Future State is static and depicts a picture of the organization at the end of three years. The annual roadmaps are developed based on learning from the Collective Intelligence processes that occur throughout the year, and the adoption and identification of new opportunities. Investments in products, services and projects are assessed each quarter, and can be challenged formally each week at the Senior Management meeting. Products, services and projects are assigned to one of four practice roadmaps. Individual assignments, and therefore individual goals, are documented in an organization-wide work grid. Any change to a product or service can be brought up at a team or unit meeting. If resources are required from more than two units, change requests can be presented any week to the Senior Management Team as part of the Opportunity Management process. Given that change can and does happen, an Opportunity Management process is available to review new ideas and change requests against a set of criteria that reflect both the documented strategy framework and the known collective intelligence. The Opportunity Management process stewards prioritized ideas and cross-organization change requests through assessment, development, and as appropriate, implementation. Revisions are made immediately to individual goals and are documented on roadmaps each quarter. Yearly outcomes are used to inform the development of new annual roadmaps. A new Future State is developed every three years.

Figure 3 below presents the types of supporting tools used to enable the process. In all cases KLS leverages the authoring and collaborative tools existing within the organization already. KLS introduced commonly used social tagging tools as well as a commercial prediction market tool that had seen significant exposure and success. The decision as to which tools to use was based on the need for seamless integration with already existing tool skills, and the insurance that technical support would be readily available.
The changes made in 2009 ensured that adjustments can be made when work requires resources from across the organization, and helped each staff member to understand how their work impacts the shifts. An explanation of the changes to address the three focus areas follows in the next section.

3.3.1. Focus Area One: Leveraging Collective Intelligence

While the quarterly roadmap review process ensured that staff members knew whether they were doing the right things, they lacked clarity on the larger picture, that is, whether the strategy still made sense. We chose four activities to leverage our collective knowledge.

1. **Social tagging and trend analysis.** Important themes in the Future State were identified for ongoing tracking as part of a social tagging effort and trend analysis.
2. **Trading in prediction markets.** Specific key events or ideas were assessed through the implementation of prediction markets.
3. **Challenging the strategy** through individual roadmap discussions, management reviews and group reflection.
4. **Creating a path for ideas to become new products and services.**

The first two activities were managed through the KLS Environmental Scan Program. The topics of the scan represent main themes and priorities expressed in the Future State. See the illustration below.

![Flowchart illustrating the 2009 Environmental Scan themes](image-url)
The process included iterative cycles of tagging, creation of Trend Alerts and prediction market trading, as depicted in Figure 5 below.

![The Process: Scan -> Tagging -> Trends -> Prediction Markets](image)

**Fig. 5:** The 2009 Environmental Scan process phases. Source: KLS

KLS utilized a social bookmarking site del.icio.us to share and comment on what is read. More than 40 taggers in the organization bookmarked sources in the course of their daily work and suggested reports, scholarly articles, news and blog entries for a collective account. The account, and the associated, readily searchable tag cloud with over 1400 items, has become a representation of the collective knowledge of the organization and a goldmine of information for many strategic initiatives and projects.

Assigned topic experts monitored the cloud, analyzed bookmarked sources and created short, bi-monthly “Trend Alerts” about important, emerging trends; the alerts were posted on the Program wiki, discussed with senior management, managers and all staff. In cases where the alerts indicated a misalignment of our Future State, KLS conducted workshops and focused discussions to see how the organization could gain better understanding of those issues and what to do about it or what to do differently.

Creation of new prediction markets concluded each bi-monthly cycle of tagging and trend analysis. Prediction markets display interesting characteristics as information aggregation mechanisms; KLS employed them to predict the outcomes of selected trends identified in the Alerts. KLS was using a platform created by Inkling; designed according to market scoring rule of Robin Hanson, the platform is more suitable for smaller markets (Hanson 2003).

Between June 2008 and March 2009, 26 markets were completed with 70% staff participation. The staff correctly predicted 8 future events with more than 90% probability. The most active markets were related to new technologies, products or services being launched by KLS.

The discussions about observed trends and major important changes in the environment and what they mean to the products and services took place during regular meetings with senior managers and managers. They, in turn, continued the discussions with their teams. New alerts were also presented at all-staff meetings upon their release and were a subject of a special, mid-year, all-staff assessment

### 3.3.2. Focus Area Two: Challenging the Strategy

The third activity, challenging the strategy, was tied to the business review processes. Sub-groups of the organization assessed their roadmaps each month in order to adjust them to changes in the environment. The quarterly business reviews provided a discussion forum for changes in direction as well. However, very few individuals took the time to read other group roadmap updates and it was difficult for them to connect the activities of the whole group to the Future State. The SMT
chose to add one more explicit opportunity to challenge the strategy—they engaged the full staff in a mid-year review of the key trends, requesting that it a) confirm whether the trends were or were not the most important ones to continue to follow and b) identify any new steps that should be taken to address the trends in the work.

With the advent of the financial crisis the SMT reconfirmed a commitment to the Future State. The strategic shifts were reconfirmed with the Governance bodies. The management and team lead planning process reviewed each and every product in the context of the strategic shifts. Individual task assignments to a work grid reflect the serious review given. Individual goals are developed based on the work grid, which is tied to the four practice areas (Research and Course Support, Information Products and Knowledge Dissemination, Information Management, and Content Sourcing), and the four practice roadmaps are tied to the strategic shifts. All explicit documents are used in establishing individual goals. Each individual in KLS was a critical contributor to the decisions made on fiscal year deliverables. The Strategy received a thorough review. Time will tell whether the staff have the same challenges in identifying their work with it.

The documents put in place to manage strategy changes up, down and across the organization are depicted in Figure 6.

![Fig. 6. Documents that connect individual work to the Future State. Source: KLS](image)

### 3.3.3. Focus Area Three: Prioritizing Opportunities

One of the greatest challenges was to prioritize and act on new ideas in a timely manner, especially when the work required resources from more than two groups. The goal was to mitigate two extremes: every idea was a good idea, or no idea could be addressed given existing priorities. Neither extreme provided the desired customer experience—a seamless provision of services and products which reflect both customer needs and ongoing innovation.

With more collective assessment occurring via the trends analysis, the prediction markets, and the group reflection, ideas were evaluated as opportunities and implemented by managers and their groups whenever they were
considered to be significant contributors to the strategic shifts. At the local level managers had been given a list of the six strategic shifts and could use that to inform their decisions. The assessment of opportunities restricted to one group was understood to work fine. When two groups needed to collaborate on a product, service or project they were expected to sort out resource allocations themselves, again measuring the idea in the context of it contributing to one of the strategic shifts.

Recently, KLS had implemented a project management practice. More and more work was requiring resources from across the organization. The nature of the work had changed, in itself a reflection of the strategic shifts. The Senior Management Team decided on a formal sign-off for cross-organizational resources. A set of criteria was defined for idea escalation and resource allocation in order to determine the type of investment to make in developing an idea into a product or service. The criteria were documented, posted to a collaboration site, and communicated to every team lead and manager. The first gate for an idea to pass through is an informal discussion between the individual with the idea and their manager.

The individual is asked to answer one question—can they convince their immediate manager that the new idea will make a strategic change or not? That is, is it really an opportunity or just another interesting idea? The second gate requires the idea generator to put together a written proposal for review by the Senior Management Team that defines the opportunity’s impact on the achievement of one of the strategic shifts. The set of questions in the second phase includes:

- Is the idea related to a key customer request (e.g., the Dean)?
- Is the opportunity strategic or operational? Why?
- Is there an impact on the Balanced Scorecard? Why? What does it look like?
- Is it a new area that no one else within the School organization (or even outside of the School) should be doing? And why?
- Given the work we do today, what would be the effect of not doing it now?

A diagram reflecting the Opportunity Management process is noted below:

![Diagram of Opportunity Management process]

**Fig. 7.** Opportunity Management process. Source: KLS
4. Lessons Learned and Practical Implications

After one year, KLS reviewed the new process approach in the context of the three initial focus areas. The result of the assessment is noted in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>What is Working</th>
<th>What is Not Working</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leveraging Collective</td>
<td>• The social tagging and trend analysis motivated individuals to learn about areas</td>
<td>• Social tagging is popular among some but not all staff members; this and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence</td>
<td>important to our strategy</td>
<td>moderating of tagged sources can bias the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Given the wealth of information on any of the topics, it would have been</td>
<td>• Trend analysis outcomes still need to become an integral part of the individual’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>impossible to monitor them without collective effort</td>
<td>review of work deliverables (it is only halfway there with group discussions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• We have changed our work based on new trends identified in this process</td>
<td>• There are too many topics to monitor given the resources available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Our staff can carry out informed discussions about the primary trends we</td>
<td>• While many staff members enjoyed the fun of prediction markets, there wasn’t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>have identified, and articulate how they affect their work</td>
<td>enough trading and information seeking activity to merit the investment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additionally, the resulting predictions did not impact our work as directly as we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>would have liked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging the Strategy</td>
<td>• Cross-group discussions on whether the strategy makes sense were very well</td>
<td>• We need to continue to communicate and act in a way that empowers the staff to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>informed and resulted in adjustments</td>
<td>make changes in order to achieve the strategic objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Group and individual roadmaps provided another great opportunity for strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritizing Opportunities</td>
<td>• There was a lot more clarity as to whether an idea was worth developing further</td>
<td>• There still seems to be a need for staff to understand the cross-organizational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or not</td>
<td>resources required to do the work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Focus area assessments post new approach.

As a service organization, KLS has to be responsive to changes in the customer environment – the needs of the faculty, students and staff and the very nature of research and learning brings continuous change. In light of the global economic climate, attention has to sharply focus on a few strategically essential areas and on making responsibility for strategy implementation a part of everybody’s work. To do so requires those directly responsible for leading work across the organization are engaged in prioritizing the products, services and new projects. In consultation with their team members they will identify and ensure that the expertise, time, and tools are aligned with the commitment made to the practice areas and strategic objectives.

The environmental scan themes need to be prioritized and this will be the task of the SMT. The organization will focus on fewer topics to monitor while remaining porous to emerging themes from unexpected avenues. Topics will be assigned to topic experts responsible for developing a whitepaper that outlines the evidence for any trends or disruptive elements, and possible impacts on the products, services or project work. The broader organization will continue to be engaged in tagging. Each
individual roadmap will include explicit communication showing the relationship of their tasks on projects, products, and services, including "ongoing work" with the annual practice roadmaps and the strategic shifts.

The addition of a group-wide work grid that assigns individuals to specific products, services, and projects, and then ties the work grid back to the four practice areas (which are tied to the strategic objectives) is critical to connecting the dots for each staff member. Each staff member will be encouraged to challenge the strategy and their relationship to it either with their local manager, or with a member of the Senior Management Team. Each team lead and manager will be required to check in with their staff each quarter as to whether they have questions about how their work is related to the strategic shifts. The Senior Management Team is introducing a new communication mechanism to ensure the documentation relating to the strategic shifts and associated individual deliverables is clear and easily accessible. Collaboration sites are being implemented where individuals can work on products, services, and projects virtually, and refer back to reference documentation.

The KLS leadership wants to encourage creation and, as appropriate, implementation of new ideas. Some thought will be given to an internal idea or innovation marketplace where those with a problem can seek problem-solvers. This may also help to broaden the understanding of the cross-group and cross-university needs to collaborate. The SMT will continue to test the criteria for idea selection to make sure the criteria do support the development of important opportunities. Decision-making on local opportunities will be left to local groups and their managers. Wherever such a decision changes a deliverable on a practice roadmap, the change will come to the SMT for discussion and confirmation. Cross-organizational resource allocation will follow the Opportunity Management process.

Without a doubt, the majority of the organization understands the shifts that have taken place, and most believe their role matters in creating that shift. The economic crisis actually assisted with driving home the relationship between individual work and strategy by requiring everyone in the organization to be very conscientious about how the limited resources are employed. There are still individuals who delegate strategic understanding to others. This may be due to the organization being a unit within a larger organization (and in essence hidden behind the “safe” parent organization). Perhaps the relevance of strategy is weakened in this context.

**Conclusion**

Even the best strategy is of no value if employees cannot relate to it in their daily work. The paper illustrated how Harvard Business School’s Knowledge and Library Services (KLS) integrated a traditional strategy management process (i.e. formulation, implementation and assessment) with collective intelligence and opportunity management processes in times of major strategic shifts and economic changes.

Supplementing proven strategy tools, such as future mapping or sense making, KLS used social tagging, trend analysis and prediction markets to benefit from the cognitive diversity of its employees in scanning its environment. The results of the scan, together with other forms of group reflection, became important in assessing or challenging the KLS strategy. The leadership of the organization also saw an urgent need to manage the process of turning ideas into new products and services. Such process ensured that new ideas were registered, evaluated and quickly became new customer offerings.

The new process resulted in a change in how the work of the organization is planned, assigned and reviewed by changing from departmental roadmaps to practice area roadmaps more clearly aligned with strategic objectives. Individual work, as noted on a work-grid is very easily noted in the context of practice areas, related products, services and projects.

The new process approach revealed two important lessons. Harnessing collective intelligence and cognitive diversity is not an easy task; there is much to learn how to do it in meaningful ways in organizations. Finding the right balance between formal and informal, structured and emergent elements of strategy will remain another great challenge, while keeping focused on the tasks at hand and ensuring they are the ones that matter the most to customers.
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Appendix: KLS Future State 2011

External Information Environment

In 2011, the reach of the Web and the effects of globalization, among other factors, have further transformed the way we live and work, learn and educate. User-created and self-published content such as blogs and posts on the Web have become far more accepted as a means of disseminating scholarly work, and the Web itself is the starting point for most information research. The sheer volume of electronic information available overwhelms attempts at filtering, finding, and managing it. Moreover, less and less digital content has a paper equivalent. New avenues have opened with advances in search and metadata technologies, as well as in mobile devices, virtual worlds, and social software (collaboration tools). These advances allow greater personalization of services and products in all segments of the information industry. They also enable more innovative research and teaching environments, in which geographically dispersed communities of scholars and students can, in real time, jointly create information and aggregate data.

Answering the question of who owns the information on the Web has been trailing behind the technologies that have spurred new forms of content creation and use. The forms of copyright-based ownership model of the publishing industry continue to be debated within the scholarly community. New attempts to regulate and standardize “open-source publishing” have not yet taken firm hold, nor has academic recognition of new forms of publishing to include in metrics for scholarly authority and attribution. Peer-reviewed publications still drive the U.S. scholarly infrastructure; however, a new, powerful wave of open-access peer review is gaining strength across the globe, pressing for new forms of financing scholarly work. Europe is embracing the open-access model by centralizing institutional publications in a single repository open freely to all European universities. Such universal access encourages global research and collaboration, and provides a forum for questions of intellectual property rights, collection policies, and archival preservation. Individual ownership of intellectual property continues to be complicated by the ease with which information is shared and “re-purposed.”

Harvard is active in opening access to scholarly research results. The Office of Scholarly Communications, established in 2008 as an open-access university-wide institutional repository, is capturing a significant percentage of scholarly output of several Harvard faculties. Discussions now focus on the inclusion of new forms, such as simulations, software, datasets, annotations and aggregates thereof. In various pockets, the University already leverages text analysis and data mining techniques to uncover information patterns and research trends, particularly where interdisciplinary research and education occur. Data sets created in the research process are now available alongside the analysis and findings. Meta data registries make it easier to find the information, although a managed repository is seen to increase this capability. University librarians are examining the appropriate modes of research support, trying to balance their investments in commercial content against “in-progress” online-only resources created by scholars.

Greater cross-University collaboration and integration has resulted in new joint degree programs. The University is building rich networks of data and people, and firms hungry for innovation are joining through new forms of cross-sector partnerships.

Harvard Business School (HBS)

The Global Initiative has grown and thrives. It includes efforts such as the Global Database on International Business and Global Research and Education Centers. The growth in demand for management education in new and emerging as well as existing markets has prompted HBS to establish classroom facilities in China, India and Europe, supporting a small portion of programs and other HBS activities. Research initiatives in healthcare management and the sciences, as well as in social enterprise, leadership and entrepreneurship continue to grow and deliver significant new knowledge for those involved. January Immersion Experiences supplement on-campus education by providing practical “immersion” in academic, cultural, and corporate-or organization-based fieldwork around the world.

Blended learning and lifelong learning communities have created strong networks connecting faculty and practitioners. MBA programs are hands-on and especially in the EC year, experimental, with a growing number of students cross-registering into the MBA program to
“build their own” joint degree programs, notably in engineering and life sciences; new dual degree programs have been created for business/real estate, business/urban planning, business/education and business/public health. The doctoral programs have intensified efforts to increase the number of scholars who are prepared to join the faculty. Through all of these programs, the alumni remain active and even more involved in HBS teaching and learning.

At HBS, faculty remains focused on teaching and research. Case-based teaching remains the defining characteristic of HBS, enriched through the use of new information technology and social software. The impact of faculty’s research is measured increasingly in ways that reflect the collaborative and dynamic digital nature of knowledge creation and dissemination evident in the sciences. eResearch, particularly in interdisciplinary and global work, is the preferred mode for many of the younger faculty members.

New types of students have entered our doors, in part due to the HBS 2+2 Program and a new fellowship program. The MBA class of 2011 includes more students who have work experience in world-class, knowledge-based science and engineering organizations, and are accustomed to employing a full spectrum of cutting-edge IT technologies. They prefer to work collaboratively and expect information to be easily accessible. HBS has responded to student’s changing expectations by offering Web-based tools, video cases, simulations and virtual communities in the classroom. This working environment seems to be preferred by young faculty and doctoral students as well. Executive Education participants have varying comfort levels with new learning technologies; new programs adopt similar technologies and approaches popular in the MBA.

**Knowledge and Library Services (KLS)**
KLS is a team of experts passionate about its mission, collaborative, innovative, service-oriented and accountable to its customers, partners, and team members. It is committed to the School’s values and to the importance of lifelong learning. Success requires spanning disciplines, risk taking, flexibility, innovation, and transparency. Success also requires reflection, evaluation, critical thinking, and knowledge sharing, as well as meeting expectations through planning, program and project management. KLS team members recognize the value of partnering with each other and with other organizations in the design, development and delivery of products and services. Strategic partnerships with ITG and with Marketing and Communications have delivered significant value to HBS. KLS is a meritocracy where collaboration, knowledge sharing, team work, idea exploration and delivering on commitments are recognized and rewarded. Within the realities of the economic environment and given the dynamic nature of the information industry, KLS tests what is core and non-core to its customers, and adjusts its products and services accordingly. Customers working around the globe benefit from services available virtually 24 X7, and from staff, as appropriate. The powerful combination of process, technology, information and expertise ensures that the integration of our work continues to deliver the support needed for world-class teaching and research.

Through its own work and the advisory role it provides to others, KLS supports the full cycle of knowledge creation, information management, presentation and information and knowledge use. True to its mission, KLS’ impact is best reflected in the ease with which multiple types and disparate sets of unique information, ideas and expertise are used to support HBS’ research and educational objectives. It is this uniqueness and multi-disciplinary expertise that puts HBS at an information advantage over others.

KLS leads its peer organizations in innovations in Scholarly Communications, knowledge asset management, Web and Intranet design and development, and the application of deep subject and information expertise in support of global business research and education. KLS champions new collaborative approaches to research and knowledge sharing; it has created its first multidisciplinary Knowledge Commons and a prediction market that aggregates knowledge of information professionals about future trends in the information industry. Along with its strategic partners, KLS has completed the 2009 initiative to build a 2.0 version of the Intranet and the Web for HBS. KLS continues to experiment with new methods of knowledge sharing, such as creating targeted, web-delivered, content "databases," expressly designed for user exploration and research, including end-user tools for linguistic analyses. Successful examples include the ongoing Institutional Memory program and next-generation Working Knowledge products.
KLS’ customers (faculty, students, alums, staff and business practitioners) recognize our high standards of quality and expertise in designing the user experience, supporting the development of courses and curricula, supporting the creation of new knowledge through research, and in developing, managing, and disseminating authoritative information and data products in a world marked by a deluge of digital content. KLS products and services span research and course support, knowledge and information access, information management, Web development and knowledge sharing.

Since 2008, KLS has developed advanced capabilities in data and digital content management, program management, web “interaction design,” and information retrieval and visualization. Our capabilities in product management and information research are now mature. In terms of data management, KLS professionals include experts in knowledge asset management, data preservation and curation, text mining and other forms of large data set analyses. KLS has partnered with DRFD to create a global, collaborative network of information, archives and data sets on international business. KLS chairs the governance of information and knowledge asset management at HBS.

Strong project and program management skills as well as deep subject expertise and knowledge of the audience requirements ensures the integration of our expertise into the primary processes of HBS, including course development, research, learning and administration. KLS programmatically supports the enhancement, revision and development of new courses and educational programs. Under the program leadership of KLS, and in partnership with ITG and M&C, the Web and Intranet now deliver a world-class experience aligned with key HBS processes, giving staff, students, and faculty a competitive advantage. HBS recently won awards for the world-class user experience.

The KLS Web development experts now have very strong interaction design and information retrieval/visualization expertise. Personalization prevails. Our customers have full access to HBS Web and Intranet resources on mobile devices; they can easily interact with and search across HBS applications and Web properties, including locating and using knowledge assets available anywhere. KLS is well-positioned to continue to lead in knowledge and information services for the next decade, having taken an approach to innovation based on rigor and discipline, strategic partnerships, focused on the customer and the HBS priorities.

Mary Lee Kennedy is Executive Director of Knowledge and Library Services. The group is responsible for enabling the exchange of ideas, expertise and information in support of research and teaching at Harvard Business School. She oversees four practice areas: Research and Course Support, Information Management, Knowledge Dissemination, and Content Sourcing. Prior to Harvard Mary Lee led global knowledge management teams at Microsoft Corp. and Digital Equipment.

Malgorzata (Gosia) Stergios is a Knowledge and Information Programs analyst at Harvard Business School Knowledge and Library Services (KLS). She conducts an environmental scan of the information industry and pilots innovative information products and services at KLS. Before joining KLS, she held knowledge management positions at Mercer Management Consulting and the Andersen Consulting/Accenture Institute for Strategic Change.